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ANDREAS GRYPHIUS 
AND THE SIEUR DE SAINT -LAZARE: 
A study of the tragedy Catharina von Georgien 
in relation to its French source 
Catharina von Georgien by Andreas Gryphius is a play that lends itself well to 
class study by postgraduate or advanced undergraduate students who are concerned 
with German Baroque drama. The play is a good example of Gryphius' tragedies, a 
good introduction to Baroque drama in general, and one of the few plays of the 
period readily available in a separate, critical edition.1 There is, however, one obstacle 
to its use for class study: whilst the main foreground action-the last day in the life 
of Queen Catharina-is of monumental simplicity and clarity, the play also contains 
two long, interpolated narratives relating to the Georgian and Persian political 
background. This material is of such complexity that it is virtually impossible for any 
student or teacher to be certain that he has fully understood it from the text alone. 
Elucidation of the material by reference to other sources is essential. Unfortunately 
Flemming's edition, while very useful on Baroque drama in general and on some 
1Andreas Gryphius, Catharina von Georgien, ed. Willi Flemming (Halle [Saale] : Max 
Niemeyer Verlag, 1951) . (Abdruck der Ausgabe von 1663 mit den Lesarten von 1657 . )  All line 
numbers given in this paper refer to Flemming's edition. 
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aspects of Catharina von Georgien, does nothing at all to explain the Georgian and 
Persian references, and the few studies that do concern themselves in any detail with 
this aspect of the play are seldom readily available to the majority of teachers and 
students. 2 The purpose of the present study is primarily to elucidate the historical 
material contained in the two interpolated narratives, mainly by reference to Gryphius' 
source, but also to examine briefly the play as a whole in the light of the main source 
material. 
Gryphius' source: Le Sieur de Saint-Lazare 
Although Catharina von Georgien was not published until 1657, Gryphius very 
probably wrote it ten years earlier. 3 His main source was Histoires tragiques de nostre 
temps by the Sieur de Saint-Lazare, which had been published in Paris in 1635. This 
work contains twenty-nine chronicles in which, as the author says on his title page, "se 
voyent plusieurs belles maximes d'Estat, & quantite d'exemples fort memorables, de 
constance, de courage, de generosite, de regrets, & repentances". The chronicles deal 
with outstanding figures and happenings in contemporary or recent history. We meet 
Henry of Navarre, Sultan Osman of Turkey, Wallenstein, the Duke of Buckingham, 
and other less well-known figures. The sixteenth story is that of "Catherine Royne de 
Georgie, & des Princes Georgiens, mis a mort par commandement de Cha-Abas Roy 
de Perse". It was this story that Gryphius used as the basis for his play. 
As a knowledge of what Saint-Lazare wrote is essential to a full understanding of 
Gryphius' play, and as Saint-Lazare's book is by no means readily available, 4 a 
detailed summary of his chronicle of Catherine is now given. To simplify later dis­
cussion, the summary has been divided into Part A(i) and (ii) , and Part B. Part B 
covers that section of the story that forms the main foreground action in Gryphius' 
play; Part A covers the events that lead up to this action and are told in retrospect 
in the play. 
A summary of Saint-Lazare's chronicle 
Part A (i) 
Saint-Lazare begins with some geographical and political information about 
Georgia in general. 5 He says that it consists of four separate kingdoms, which he calls 
Mingrelie, Bacha-Cour, Teflis, and Yuerie. The latter is also called Gurgistan. All 
four kingdoms are Christian. Saint-Lazare says that his story is concerned with 
Teflis and Yuerie. Of these, because of their geographical situation, Tellis is tradition­
ally in the Turkish sphere of influence and Yuerie in the Persian. 
2I know of only two studies that have some relevance to the historical narratives in the 
play : 
(i) Johann Liebe, "Die Deutung des Gotteswillens in der Religion und im Drama des Andreas 
Gryphius" (unpublished dissertation, Leipzig, 1923) . Although there is no suggestion of this in the 
title, it was Liebe's dissertation that first showed that the source for Catharina was Le Sieur de 
Saint-Lazare. 
(ii) Z. Zygulski, Andreas Gryphius' Catharina von Georgien nach ihrer franzosischen Quelle untersucht 
(Lwow, 1932). 
Despite its title, P. B. Wessels' paper Das Geschichtsbild im Trauerspiel "Catharina von Georgien" 
des A. Gryphius ( 's-Hertogenbosch, 1960) is not concerned with the source of the play or with the 
elucidation of the historical background. 
3The date of authorship of Catharina is discussed by Willi Flemming on p. XII of his 
introduction to the play. 
4The author of this paper worked with a microfilm of Saint-Lazare's book obtained by the 
University of Queensland Library from the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris. 
6See Appendix for a short discussion of the accuracy of Saint-Lazare's account of the 
country and the political events in the light of modern historical studies. 
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At the time of Achmet, Emperor of the Turks and father of the famous Sultan 
Osman, Teflis was ruled by Simon Can,6 who had a son named Aloiiassa Mirza.7 
Yuerie was ruled by Alexander Can, who had two sons named Constantin Mirza and 
Dauoud Mirza. s 
Simon of Teflis refuses to obey an order from the Turkish ruler, who then sends 
an army into Teflis. Simon is defeated and taken to Constantinople as a prisoner 
together with his son Aloiiassa. Simon is soon poisoned on the Sultan's orders, and 
Aloiiassa is sent back to Teflis to rule in his stead. However, Aloiiassa is still too 
young to rule, and so one Meurab9 is appointed regent. Everyone praises Meurab's 
administration. 
Meanwhile, Cha-Abas10 of Persia, fearing that the princes of Yuerie might be 
led astray by the example of the rulers of Teflis and put themselves under Turkish 
protection, invites Alexander of Yuerie to accept Persian protection. Alexander is 
afraid that if he accepts the invitation he will have trouble with the Turks and if he 
does not accept he will meet the same fate as Simon of Teflis. He chooses the lesser of 
the two evils and agrees to join Abas. To make sure of Alexander's loyalty, Abas 
takes his eldest son Constantin to Persia as a hostage. He soon persuades Constantin 
to tum Mohammedan. On hearing of this, Alexander disinherits Constantin and makes 
his second son Dauoud his successor. He also marries the boy to a virtuous princess 
named Catherine. 11 They have a son named Tamaras,12 whom Abas also demands as 
a hostage. A bas endeavours to persuade Tamaras to tum Mohammedan like Constantin, 
but the boy remains steadfast in his Christian faith. 
Abas summons Constantin one day and points out how badly his father, Alexander, 
has treated him. Abas suggests that if he invites Alexander and Dauoud to Persia, 
Constantin might poison them and then lead an army into Georgia. Abas further 
suggests that it would be good policy for Constantin to marry his brother's widow, 
Catherine, after he has taken over Georgia. 
Constantin seems a little hesitant about murdering his father and brother, but, 
having renounced his Christian faith, he soon overcomes these scruples. 
Alexander and Dauoud accept the invitation and soon arrive at the Persian 
court with a Georgian army. Instead of poisoning his father and brother, Constantin 
stabs them to death during a banquet. This causes some resentment amongst the 
Georgian soldiers, but Abas assures them that there had been a quarrel during dinner 
and Constantin had killed Alexander and Dauoud in anger. A bas adds that Constantin, 
the eldest son, is the rightful ruler of Yuerie. 
Constantin sets off for Yuerie with the 4,000 Georgians who had come with 
Alexander and some 15,000 Persian soldiers. 
News of his approach reaches Dauoud's widow, Catherine, who immediately 
raises an army of between 10,000 and 12,000 men. She posts them at a narrow pass 
through which Constantin's armies must come. When Constantin is near the pass, 
Catherine sends a message asking why Constantin should take by force what is right­
fully his. The message also suggests that Catherine might be willing to become his 
wife and that Constantin should come ahead with a few followers to discuss these 
matters. 
6Saint-Lazare says that Can is equivalent to Duke and Mirza to Prince. 
7In Saint-Lazare the name appears both as Aloiiassa and Aloiiasse; in Gryphius, as Alovassa 
or Alovas; in modern histories, as King Luarsab II. 
8In Gryphius the name appears as David. 
9Gryphius also uses Meurab. In modern histories Giorgi Saakadze is used. Saakadze was the 
Mouravi or Prefect of Tefiis. Meurab appears to be a corruption of Mouravi. 
10In Gryphius, Chach Abas; in modern histories Shah 'Abbas I of Persia ( 1587-1629) . 
11In Gryphius, Catharina; in modern histories Queen K'et'evan of Kakhet' i. 
12Gryphius uses the same form of the name; in modern histories King T'eimuraz I of 
Kakhet'i  is used. 
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Constantin accepts this offer and converses with Catherine in the pass. As he 
turns away to rejoin his men, he is shot in the back by Catherine's soldiers, who then 
attack the Persian army. They are joined by Constantin's Georgian soldiers, and the 
Persians are almost annihilated. 
Abas hides his rage at this defeat. Indeed he even sends Tamaras back to Yuerie 
and suggests to Catherine that she should find a suitable wife for the boy. 
Catherine wants to marry Tamaras to a princess of Teflis, but it so happens that 
Alouassa of Teflis is interested in the same princess. At length the young princess 
locks herself up in fortress and lets it be known that she will belong to whichever of 
the two princes can take her by force. Tamaras and Alouassa agree to settle the 
matter in this way. 
News of this situation reaches Abas, who resolves to exploit it for his own benefit. 
He secretly sends the same message to each prince, namely, that he, Abas, will give 
him full support and, if the need should arise, that the prince should announce that he 
is seeking the girl's hand on Abas' instructions. 
Before the armies of Tamaras and Alouassa meet, Alouassa has second thoughts 
about the wisdom of their course of action. Why should Christian fight Christian, 
leaving the two kingdoms of Teflis and Yuerie weak and open to invasion? He sends a 
message to this effect to Tamaras and also mentions that he is seeking to win the 
princess not only for love but also on the command of Abas. As Tamaras had received 
a similar statement from Abas, he immediately sees that they are being exploited by 
the Persian ruler. Tamaras and Alouassa come to terms, with the girl going to Tamaras. 
Both princes decide to establish closer ties with Turkey. 
Abas knows nothing of the new Georgian agreement with Turkey until the 
Sultan of Turkey, in order to make fun of Abas, sends an ambassador to him asking 
in effect whether Tamaras and Alouassa are on Abas' side or the Sultan's. Having 
no doubt that they are on his side, Abas requests the ambassador to wait at his 
court while he sends a message to the two princes instructing them to provide him 
with soldiers. The princes refuse, and Abas is humiliated before the Turkish am­
bassador. 
Abas is so enraged that he resolves to march against Georgia. Two of his advisers, 
Alouard Can and the Courchi Bachi, 1 3 try to dissuade A bas from going in person. In 
his rage Abas poisons Alouard and has the Courchi Bachi flogged. For good measure he 
bites off the fingers of the latter's wife. 
When Abas and his army are approaching the capital of Yuerie, Catherine sends 
Tamaras and his wife to Teflis and herself goes to meet Abas. On seeing Catherine, 
Abas acts as though he is lovesick rather than enraged and assures Catherine that 
Georgia will come to no harm. He requests her to have fifty Georgian nobles come there 
to make a pact. 
When the nobles arrive, Abas has them killed and Catherine placed under arrest. 
As he cannot find Tamaras, he moves on to Teflis. Alouassa comes to meet him with 
his governor and Meurab. They are all seized by Abas, together with Meurab's wife, 
son, and daughter, and are taken to Persia. Abas leaves as ruler of the kingdom an 
elderly Mohammedan who is descended from the royal house of Georgia. 
At home in Persia Abas poisons Alouassa and persuades Meurab to tum Moham­
medan. Abas also rapes Meurab's wife, daughter, and son in Meurab's presence. 
Part A (ii) 
After a long period at the Persian court Meurab is offered by Abas the command 
of the soldiers of ten Cans if he will lead the army into Georgia. He is to take with him 
one of Abas' daughters and to marry her to Abas' puppet ruler of Georgia. Meurab is 
1srn Gryphius, Alovard and Curtzi Bassi. 
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then to seize all Christians in the country and bring them to the Persian capital. 
Abas will do the same with his "Christians, Armenians and Jacobites". They will all 
be taken to A bas' mosque and will be offered the choice of Mohammedanism or death. 
Meurab agrees to do this but is not aware that Abas has secretly instructed the Cans 
to kill him (Meurab) when Abas' orders have been carried out. 
Meurab and his army arrive in Georgia and are well received, since Meurab is 
remembered as a wise and good ruler. However, one of Meurab's Cans cuts off the 
heads of some Georgian noblemen. Meurab takes him to task for this, and the Can 
states that he is acting on the secret orders of Abas. 
Convinced of treachery, Meurab summons some of the Georgian leaders and 
reveals Abas' plans. Meurab says that he will invite all the Persian Cans to dinner and 
there stab them to death and cut off their heads if the Georgian leaders will at the same 
time kill the Persian soldiers. 
This plan is carried out successfully. Meurab later has the heads of the Cans 
attached to pikes. The heads are presented to him at dinner and he drinks a toast to 
each head, at the same time listing all the infamous deeds of the ex-owner of the 
head. 
Strangely enough, despite all these humiliations, Abas now decides that he will 
leave Georgia alone and indeed takes no further military action against the country. 
Meurab invites Tamaras, who is apparently still a fugitive, to return home to 
Georgia. Tamaras accepts, and he and Meurab then go to Constantinople where 
Meurab gives all possible help to Sultan Osman against the Persians. 
After two or three years in Constantinople Tamaras returns to Yuerie, apparently 
as ruler. However, he cannot endure the absence of his mother, Catherine, who had 
become a prisoner in order to save his life and his liberty. He writes to Abas several 
times asking him to release Catherine. Abas does not reply. At last a Russian am­
bassador on his way from Moscow to Persia passes through Yuerie and agrees to 
use his influence to try to have Catherine released. 
Part E 
At Isfahan, the Persian capital, Abas tells the Russian ambassador that Catherine 
is free to leave whenever she wishes and even invites the ambassador to visit her. 
However, Abas secretly sends Catherine to Chiras and instructs the Can of Chiras, 
one Imacouly, 1 4 to try to persuade Catherine to abandon her Christian faith. If she 
will not do so, she is to be cruelly put to death. 
Imacouly tells Catherine that if she turns Mohammedan, she will have mountains 
of gold and become the wife of Abas. If not, she will be cruelly tortured. 
Catherine refuses the offer, and for the first time in the chronicle the author 
abandons the concise narrative report and gives Catherine's words in full as direct 
speech. (The speech is printed in italics in the original.) 
Catherine stresses that Abas is really offering her nothing, for she is already a 
queen, and that she must set an example to the women of her own country. 
Imacouly makes it clear that he is only carrying out the orders of Abas and begs 
Catherine not to regard him personally as responsible for what must now happen. 
Catherine absolves him from blame. (This conversation is also presented as direct 
speech. )  
Catherine asks for a priest of her own faith. Two Portuguese Augustinian priests 
come to her: Father Ambroise and Father Anthoine. The author points out that up 
to this time Catherine had been a "Chrestienne schismatique & heretique, Grecque de 
Religion"1 5 but now she is converted to Roman Catholicism. 
14Jn Gryphius, Iman Culi in the drama tis personae and Imanculi in the text. Gryphius 
uses the form Schiras for the name of the city. 
15P. 528. 
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The executioners take Catherine into a large hall. Saint-Lazare then gives in 
almost loving detail a description of the tortures to which she is subjected. The 
essence of them is that the flesh is tom from her body with red-hot pincers. Catherine 
bears this with admirable fortitude. The only words she utters are addressed to the 
deity: "0 mon Dieu, 6 mon Iesus, 6 mon Redempteur, tout cecy est bien peu pour 
vostre suiet" . 16 She speaks again in the same vein later in the tortures. 
Catherine is still alive after all this. She is taken outside and cast onto a fire 
which consumes all her flesh. Some Christians gather her bones and bury them in a 
place of their own choosing. 
When Tamaras hears of Catherine's death, he sends a message to Abas asking 
him for Catherine's body and adds-slightly to the reader's amazement-that "ceste 
courtoisie l'obligeroit d'estre a iamais, son tres-oblige affectione pour son service"Y 
Abas is obliged to admit to Tamaras that Catherine's body has been taken away 
by Christians and cannot be found. However, it so happens that Father Ambroise has 
retained Catherine's head, which he now sends to Tamaras. The latter receives it with 
tears of grief at her death and the greatest joy at her constancy in the profession of 
her faith. And this is how the Augustinian fathers entered Yuerie. Tamaras built 
for them a church which was to contain Catherine's head in a golden shrine. 
Some inconsistencies in Saint-Lazare's chronicle 
For the most part Saint-Lazare tells his story with admirable simplicity and 
clarity. There are, however, a few minor inconsistencies and obscurities that require 
comment. 
l. Saint-Lazare is not entirely consistent in his use of the term Georgia. At the 
beginning he uses it to mean the whole country with its four separate kingdoms. 
Later he applies it to the kingdom of Yuerie only and also to the two kingdoms of 
Yuerie and Teflis taken together. Gryphius is equally inconsistent in his use of the 
term Georgia. 
2. More important is the question of what happens to Yuerie after Tamaras 
flees and Catherine is taken prisoner. As Saint-Lazare tells the story, Yuerie, the 
kingdom with which he is mainly concerned, is not mentioned again until the end of 
Part A, when it appears that Tamaras has again become ruler of Yuerie. This leaves 
an interval of several years during which Yuerie simply disappears from the picture. 
Gryphius appears to be conscious of this lacuna and overcomes it by making Abas 
appoint his puppet as ruler of both Teflis and Yuerie. Later, when Meurab takes over 
from the puppet, Gryphius makes it clear that Meurab rules both kingdoms until 
Tamaras returns to become king of Yuerie. 
3. Why does Tamaras linger for "two or three years" in Constantinople when he 
has only just become ruler of Yuerie once again, and what happens to Yuerie during 
his absence? Saint-Lazare gives no explanation. Gryphius must also have been 
disturbed by these questions. He adopts the simple device of omitting the two 
or three years in Constantinople and making Tamaras return to Yuerie as soon as the 
agreement has been concluded with the Turks. 
4. However, the main inconsistency in Saint-Lazare's chronicle concerns the 
attitude of Abas to Catherine. In the summary with which Saint-Lazare precedes his 
chronicle he includes the statements, "L'amour de Cha-Abas pour la Royne Catherine 
fut le subiet de la ruine des Princes de Georgie", 18 and, with reference to A bas' first 
meeting with Catherine," II decouure sa passion amoureuse envers la Royne Catherine" .19 
At the beginning of his chronicle he gives famous examples from history in which 
16P. 529 .  
17P. 532.  
18P. 469. 
19P. 471. 
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love and passion have caused international upheavals. He then says that a similar 
example can be found in his own time, caused by "la passion des-honneste, & cruelle 
de Cha-Abas Roy de Perse". 2 0 Thus Saint-Lazare appears to indicate at the very 
beginning that the mainspring of the action will be Abas' passion for Catherine. 
However, when he comes to tell the actual story, Saint-Lazare gives very little indica­
tion that Abas is attracted to Catherine. In describing this first meeting Saint-Lazare 
says: "Cha-Abas voyant la Roine Mere Catherine, dissimula d'estre plus amoureux 
qu'en colere, demande ou estoit Tamaras . . . .  "21 Later, when Imacouly is trying to 
induce Catherine to tum Mohammedan, he shows her the order from the king "qui 
luy promettoit des montagnes d'or, & de la tenir pour sa femme, si en quittant la 
vraye Religion, elle espousoit la Loy Mahometane . . . .  "22 These are the only state­
ments in the story that could be interpreted as having some reference to Abas' 
passion for Catherine, and neither exactly suggests a grand passion. Naturally 
Gryphius, for whose dramatic purpose it is essential that Abas should be in love with 
Catherine, leaves no doubts of this sort and makes it quite clear from the beginning 
that Abas loves the queen. 
The dramatic possibilities and problems in Saint-Lazare's chronicle 
Saint-Lazare's story obviously contained much material that would lend itself 
very well to dramatic treatment. Merely the story of Constantin's treachery could 
certainly have been turned into a tragedy of the kind in which Gryphius' contemporary 
Lohenstein specialized. But naturally it was the end of Catherine's life that really 
attracted Gryphius, just as it had clearly been for Saint-Lazare the highlight of the 
story, the point at which he ceased to be the chronicler2 3  who merely records events 
and became the author who recreates events. Here was the classic situation of the 
Christian martyr facing and enduring the most agonizing death with complete 
fortitude and stoicism-from Gryphius' point of view the perfect subject matter for 
tragedy. 
At the same time Gryphius must have been aware that the story as presented by 
Saint-Lazare was not without its problems for the dramatist . The great difficulty 
was that the main political events ended before the story of the martyrdom of 
Catherine really began. In Saint-Lazare's story there is a clear break at the point 
where Abas decides to leave Georgia alone in future: " . . .  Cha-Abas ne scachant plus 
a quoy se resoudre, & voyant ses desseins sur la Georgie ruinez en partie, se resolut de 
la laisser en paix."2 4 It is true that the Georgian political action is not yet entirely 
resolved, since Catherine is still held by Abas, but the great period of intrigue, assas­
sination, and invasion is at an end. Clearly this was quite different from, say, the 
material that Shakespeare found in the story of Julius Caesar, in which personal 
tragedy and great political events were inextricably mingled, or even from the story of 
Charles Stuart and Cromwell, that Gryphius was to use later in Carolus Stuardus. 
Here, in the story of Catherine, personal tragedy and political events could be made to 
coalesce only if the greatest violence were done to the historical material presented by 
Saint-Lazare. Such violence Gryphius was apparently not prepared to do. In any 
case, as a dramatist obeying the neo-classical principles and limited by the unity of 
place to Schiras and the unity of time to the last day in Catherine's life, Gryphius 
would have faced an almost impossible task in trying to combine the extraordinarily 
complex background political action with the tragedy of Catherine's martyrdom, even 
if he had been prepared to ignore historical accuracy and to make the two actions 
20P. 475. 
21P. 507. 
22P. 523.  
2asaint-Lazare refers to himself in the dedication of his book as a "historiographe" . 
24P. 519. 
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coincide in time. Consequently he confined himself entirely to the martyrdom of 
Catherine as far as the main on-stage action of his play was concerned and adopted 
the device of having the political background material recounted-and recounted as 
past events-by characters in the play. At the same time, in order to introduce some 
element of "Staatsaktion", to keep political events to some extent in the foreground, 
he greatly elaborated the role of the Russian ambassador and introduced at least the 
threat of conflict between Persia and Russia as a result of the death of Catherine. 
Gryphius' treatment of Part A of Saint-Lazare's chronicle 
General 
Let us now examine in some detail Gryphius' treatment of what I have designated 
as Part A(i) and (ii) of Saint-Lazare's chronicle, i .e .  all the events preceding the 
Russian ambassador's asking for Catherine's release. In Gryphius' play these events 
are narrated in two parts: by Demetrius and by Catherine herself. 
In Act I, 2 5  Demetrius, one of the emissaries who have come secretly to Persia in 
the retinue of the Russian ambassador, tells Catherine all the events that have 
occurred since she was taken prisoner by Abas. The first section of his story is for the 
benefit of the audience rather than of Catherine, since she is already familiar with all 
that has happened up to and including the poisoning of Alovassa and the rape of 
Meurab's wife and children. Demetrius' narrative corresponds to Part A(ii) of the 
summary of Saint-Lazare's chronicle. 
Part A(i) of Saint-Lazare's story is then narrated by Catherine herself to the 
Russian ambassador in Act III. 26 
Thus Gryphius divides Part A of Saint-Lazare's story into two sections and in the 
play tells the second section before the first. However, within each section he follows 
Saint-Lazare closely. 
In addition to these two main narratives, Gryphius makes reference to events of 
Part A of Saint-Lazare's story in Catherine's first speech in the play. 27 Here there is 
no question of a narrative such as occurs in the scenes mentioned above. In what is 
really a long prayer addressed to the "Beherrscher dieser Welt", Catherine touches 
upon events that she later narrates to the Russian ambassador and also asks rhetorical 
questions linked with Demetrius' narrative of events that have taken place since 
Catherine became the prisoner of Abas. The speech produces something of the effect 
of an overture in which are introduced briefly the themes and motifs that are then 
developed in the long recitatives given by Demetrius and Catherine. 
Brief reference to Part A of Saint-Lazare's story is also made in the summary that 
Gryphius gives at the beginning of the play ("Inhalt des Traur-spills") and in two 
other places in the text. It is interesting to note that none of these brief references is 
in accordance with the facts as presented by Saint-Lazare or indeed with the facts as 
presented by Gryphius himself in the narratives of Demetrius and Catherine. In the 
summary Gryphius says that Catherine had defended her kingdom against Abas "zu 
unterschidenen Malen", when she had actually defended it by force once and then 
against Constantin, not against Abas. Similarly Salome, one of the maids-in-waiting, 
says when announcing to Catherine that attempts are being made to free her, "Furst 
Tamaras . .. hat .. . sein Reich . . .  erobert", 28 although in reality Tamaras had 
simply accepted Meurab's invitation to return to his kingdom. And in Act II, line 55, 
Abas says of Catherine, "Wir haben zwar dein Land . . .  ", even though at this time 
Tamaras and Meurab had established an alliance with Turkey and Abas himself had 
long since abandoned all his plans for the subjugation of Georgia. 
26Ll. 410-721. 
26Ll. 1-392. 
27 Act I, 11. 227-96. 
2s Act I, 1. 359. 
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Changes made by Gryphius to Part A(i) 
In examining Gryphius' treatment of Saint-Lazare's story in the two long narra­
tives given by Demetrius and Catherine, it is an advantage to begin with Catherine's 
narrative (corresponding to Part A(i) of Saint-Lazare's chronicle), since in this way it 
is possible to preserve the chronological order. 
In general Gryphius follows Saint-Lazare remarkably closely, the main differ­
ences being those of style and tone that naturally arise when a prose chronicle is 
turned into verse and the more or less objective statements of the chronicler are 
presented in emotionally charged, dramatic language by a tragic character who was 
herself involved in the events. There are, however, some alterations and additions 
made by Gryphius to the factual basis of Saint-Lazare's story. These are listed below. 
l. In telling of the conversion of Constantin to Mohammedanism, Gryphius 
makes a rather cryptic reference to one "Haly", who does not occur in Saint-Lazare: 
" . . .  durch Haly Wahn verzaubert und gefangen". 29 In one of his very rare ex­
planatory footnotes Flemming claims that "Haly" is a reference to "Ali, Fuhrer der 
Schiiten". In this context the explanation may be correct. Persia was the main centre 
for the Schiites, those Mohammedans who believed-in opposition to the orthodox 
Sunnites-that Ali, Mohammed's son-in-law, was the first legitimate successor of the 
prophet and that only the descendants of Ali are the rightful caliphs. Gryphius is 
probably using the word to apply not so much to any particular individual as to the 
Schiites or even the Mohammedans in general. 3 0 
2. In Saint-Lazare's story Constantin stabs both his father and his brother. In 
Catherine's narrative Constantin stabs his father but breaks his brother's neck. 31 A 
rather mundane but very probable explanation for this alteration is that Gryphius 
needed a rhyme for "durchstochen" and so produced what is perhaps not the most 
felicitous line in the play: "Und seines Bruders Hals (0 Greuel!) hat gebrochen!" 
3. Saint-Lazare has Constantin set off for Georgia with 15,000 Persians. Gryphius 
reduces this number to 5,000. 32 There is also a slight difference in the size of the army 
that Catherine raises to confront Constantin: Saint-Lazare describes it as between 
10,000 and 12,000 men; Gryphius puts it definitely at 12,000. 3 3  
4. When Tamaras and Alovassa have joined with the Sultan of Turkey and the 
Sultan sends an ambassador to Abas asking which side the young princes are on, 
Saint-Lazare makes it clear that the purpose of the embassy is to make fun of Abas. 
Gryphius presents the Sultan's request as a serious message. In the same episode 
Gryphius makes Abas instruct Tamaras and Alovassa to come to Persia with their 
men "in zweymal virtzig Tagen", and the Turkish ambassador, who was apparently 
in no great hurry, "schloss so wenig Zeits zu wagen". 3 4  This mention of a specific time 
limit is an addition by Gryphius to Saint-Lazare's story. 
5. When Catherine comes to meet Abas after she has sent Tamaras and his wife 
away, Saint-Lazare states (as was mentioned above) that Abas pretended to be more 
enamoured of Catherine than enraged. In Gryphius this brief statement is elaborated 
considerably 3 5  and there is no suggestion that Abas is only feigning passion. Abas is 
"erhitzt in geiler Brunst" and 
Die offt verkehrte Rott' im Angesicht entdeckt; 
Wie hefftig seine Seel durch Rach und Lib entsteckt. 
29 Act III, 1. 94. 
••Gryphius uses "Haly" again later in the play: "Stracks Haly! mach ihn fest!" (Act V, 
1. 161) . The reference is to the arrest of Imanculi. Here Haly is clearly intended as the name of 
one of Abas' servants or guards. 
•tAct III, 1. 138. 
•• Act III, 1. 160. 
••Act III, 1. 169. 
••Act III, 1. 309. 
35 Act III, 11. 344-48. 
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Thus Abas is presented as genuinely feeling lascivious passion, desire for revenge, and 
love. So Gryphius helps to motivate Abas' deeds in the main foreground action of the 
tragedy. 
6. As was stated above, Gryphius amplifies Saint-Lazare's statements about the 
puppet ruler and makes it clear that the puppet is put in charge of both Yuerie and 
Tefiis and that Meurab takes over both kingdoms when he assumes power. In the same 
episode regarding the establishment of the puppet government, Saint-Lazare says 
that the new ruler was a descendant of the royal house of Georgia. Gryphius makes 
him a man of the blood of Greek princes. 36 
Changes made by Gryphius to Part A(ii) 
In his treatment of the second section of Part A of Saint-Lazare's  story-the 
account of events since her imprisonment given to Catherine by Demetrius in Act I­
Gryphius also makes some alterations, though in general he again follows Saint­
Lazare very closely. 
7. Early in Demetrius' story Gryphius has him make some generalizations about 
the horrors of war suffered by their kingdom since Catherine's imprisonment. 37 In 
Saint-Lazare's  story the only mention of further warlike occurrences after Catherine's 
capture is the invasion by Meurab and his army, which passed off almost bloodlessly 
for the Georgians though not for the Persian soldiers. 
It is also at the beginning of his story that Demetrius makes an apology for the 
tardiness of the Georgians in making some effort to set Catherine free. There is no 
mention of this in Saint-Lazare. Gryphius probably felt that some explanation was 
necessary here . It becomes clear in the course of the narratives of Demetrius and 
Catherine that some years had elapsed since Catherine had first been taken prisoner. 
Flemming puts the period of her imprisonment at eight years, though it is not possible 
to deduce any precise figure from the play itself. In Saint-Lazare's version, in which 
Tamaras spends his mysterious two or three years in Constantinople, the period of 
Catherine's imprisonment and Tamaras' inactivity seems even longer. In both 
versions the reader could be excused if he formed the impression that Tamaras' 
concern for his mother's welfare was extraordinarily belated and not very profound. 
It is no doubt in order to overcome this impression that Gryphius makes Demetrius 
give these not very convincing explanations of their lack of activity. 
8. In Saint-Lazare's version it would appear that Abas secretly instructed all the 
Cans to kill Meurab. Gryphius limits the number of those who received the secret 
instruction to two. 38 
9. When Meurab arrives in Georgia with the Persian soldiers, both Saint-Lazare 
and Gryphius have him welcomed by the populace on account of his previous ben­
evolent rule. However, Gryphius adds to this a popular reaction that would seem to be 
very normal in the circumstances, namely, that the Georgians were at first terrified by 
this show of force . 39 
1 0. A more important alteration is made by Gryphius to the account of the killing 
of several noble Georgians by one of Meurab's Cans. Saint-Lazare is quite definite 
that one Can cuts off the heads of several noble Georgians. Gryphius changes this 
probably quite minor incident into a massacre on the grand scale: 
In wenig Zeit verfill 
Des Adels schonste Blum/ durch frembde Trauerspill/ 
Man schaute nichts als Mord/ als Jamer Weh und Thranenf 
3&Act III, I. 374. 
•7 Act I, 11. 423ff. 
ssAct I, I. 534. 
soAct I, I. 536. 
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Als Leichen/ Kercker/ Beil' / als hochbestiirtzte Sehnen/ 
Die Noth wuchs schon so hoch als sie nie kommen war/ 
Mit kurtzem; unser Land stund gleichsam auf£ der Bar. 40 
57 
1 1. As was stated above, Gryphius reduces Tamaras' stay of two or three years in 
Constantinople to an unspecified, but obviously much shorter, period. 
12. Whereas Saint-Lazare states that Abas had decided to leave Georgia in 
peace, Gryphius omits all reference to a cessation of Abas' campaigns against Georgia. 
It can be seen at once that several of the alterations made by Gryphius are very 
minor indeed. Whilst some, such as Constantin's receiving an army of 5,000 instead 
of 15,000, may be important from a historical point of view, they have no dramatic 
significance whatsoever. On the other hand, some of Gryphius' alterations are im­
portant for the main action of the tragedy. These are: 
(i) Catherine is presented as being even more heroic and of even greater service 
to Georgia than was actually the case according to Saint-Lazare. (See the reference in 
Gryphius "Inhalt des Traur-Spills" to Catherine's having defended her country "zu 
un terschidenen Mal en". ) 
(ii) Georgia is presented as having suffered even more than it actually had, 
again according to Saint-Lazare (see 7 and 10 above) . 
(iii) It is made quite clear by Gryphius that Abas is strongly attracted to Catherine 
from their first meeting (see 5 above) . 
(iv) Gryphius presents the Persians as even more cruel and bloodthirsty than 
they are in Saint-Lazare's account (see 10 above) . However, it is important to note 
that this does not apply to Abas himself, who is certainly no blacker in Gryphius' 
version than Saint-Lazare paints him. It must have been Gryphius' intention in the 
two narratives corresponding to Part A of Saint-Lazare's story and also in the main 
action of the play not to overstress the wickedness of Abas. Gryphius does not omit 
or gloss over any of Abas' crimes as told by Saint-Lazare, but at the same time he 
does not linger over them or exaggerate them. It is striking that Gryphius develops 
and dramatizes Meurab's dinner with the heads on the pikes41 far more than he does 
any of Abas' deeds in the two narratives, and Meurab is on the Georgian side! Nor 
does Gryphius make any use of stories of Abas' atrocities other than those told by 
Saint-Lazare. It appears from Gryphius' own "Anmerkungen" to the play that he 
had read fairly widely in Persian history of the period, and in so doing he must have 
encountered some of the many popular stories of Abas' atrocities. 
(v) Gryphius makes no mention of Saint-Lazare's statement that Abas in the 
end decided to leave Georgia in peace. An audience seeing the play for the first time 
would almost certainly gain the impression that hostilities of some kind still existed 
between Georgia and Persia. By this omission Gryphius glosses over the obvious 
dramatic weakness in his material, namely, that the main political action is over before 
the personal tragedy begins. 
Whilst these alterations made by Gryphius to Saint-Lazare's chronicle do have 
the effect of linking the two interpolated narratives more closely with the action of the 
play proper, it cannot be denied that the link still remains fairly loose. All that really 
matters in the main action of the play proper is the martyrdom of Catherine while 
she is held prisoner by Abas. It is not really very important to the main action just 
how she came to be Abas' prisoner. Naturally some exposition was necessary to 
explain her imprisonment, but it was not necessary for the exposition to have anything 
like the vast dimensions that it attains in the narratives of Demetrius and Catherine. 
These long, interpolated narratives, concerned entirely with past events, many of 
which are only marginally relevant to the main action, inevitably destroy much of 
'"Act I, 11. 555-60. 
41Act I, 11. 694 ff. 
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the dramatic effect of the first and third acts. One is reminded of heroic-gallant 
novels of the time such as Die asiatische Banise which, beginning "in medias res", 
later present the necessary expository material in the form of great blocks of uninter­
rupted narrative given by one or two characters. It is also difficult to believe that 
Gryphius' audience could really have followed the story contained in the two inter­
polated narratives. Whilst many people were probably familiar with story of Catherine's 
martyrdom, i .e .  Gryphius' main foreground action, it is inconceivable that more than 
a fraction of his audience could have known the complicated details of the "Vorge­
schichte" contained in the two narratives. And Gryphius did not exactly simplify 
matters by beginning with the second half of the "Vorgeschichte"! Whilst one cannot 
but admire Gryphius' achievement in the play proper, it is difficult to see the narratives 
of Demetrius and Catherine other than as structural and dramatic defects. 
Gryphius' treatment of Part B of Saint-Lazare's chronicle 
When we turn to Gryphius' treatment of Part B of Saint-Lazare's chronicle, it is 
immediately apparent that quite different problems arise. Whereas in Part A Gryphius 
simply turned a prose chronicle into a dramatic verse narrative without greatly 
adding to or subtracting from the original, he used Part B merely as a skeletal frame­
work on which to erect his main dramatic edifice. The twelve small pages occupied by 
Part B of Saint-Lazare's chronicle have become a substantial play of some 2,800 lines 
(including the two narratives) . Consequently with Part B Gryphius' minor alterations 
or omissions are less important than his additions to, and his amplification of, Saint­
Lazare's material. 
Let us consider first these minor alterations and omissions. As Gryphius was 
writing in accordance with neo-classical principles and limited himself, as he says at 
the beginning of the play, to the period from sunrise to sunset on one day, 42 he is 
obliged to practise some spatial and temporal compression. Whereas Saint-Lazare 
spreads the action over Isfahan and Schiras, Gryphius makes everything take place 
in Schiras. He can thus create scenes in which Abas and Catherine confront each 
other, whereas in Saint-Lazare Abas is in Isfahan and Catherine in Schiras on the 
last day of her life. He also makes Catherine's death take place within a few hours of 
the Russian ambassador's request for her release. Naturally the need for telescoping 
the action into some twelve hours makes Gryphius omit entirely those incidents in 
Saint-Lazare's chronicle that occur some time after Catherine's death, though he 
does give some suggestion of these later developments by having the priest appear 
with Catherine's head. 4 3  
Other than these alterations or omissions caused by the need for observing the 
unities of time and place, there is only one omission in Gryphius' version of Part B of 
Saint-Lazare's chronicle. This is the conversion of Catherine to Roman Catholicism. 
Gryphius was a Protestant writing in Germany at the time of the Thirty Years' War, 
and it was unlikely that he would wish to depict the conversion of his heroine just 
before her death. But in any case the conversion was not necessary for his dramatic 
purpose. He sought to represent the tragic and heroic death of a Christian martyr, and 
it mattered little to which variety of Christianity Catherine adhered. Consequently 
there is in Gryphius no suggestion of conversion. At the same time he reduces the 
number of priests from two to one and in the text of the play designates this one 
simply as "der Prister", though his name is given as Ambrosius in the list of characters. 
The main additions made by Gryphius to the factual basis of Part B of Saint­
Lazare's  chronicle were minor plot-strands, minor characters, and one important 
incident between Catherine and Abas. 
42Das Trauerspill beginnet vor Auffgang der Sonnen/ und endet sich mit dem Tage. 
4aAct V, ll. 175 ff. 
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The plot-strands that Gryphius adds are relatively unimportant. They are 
Abas' treatment of Imanculi after the death of Catherine and, closely linked with this, 
the suggestion that the anger of the Russian ambassador may lead to conflict between 
Russia and Persia. Gryphius thus introduces with the Imanculi incident the notion of 
the fickleness and arbitrariness of absolute rulers (a not uncommon motif in the 
German drama of the next two centuries) . At the same time he uses the attitude of the 
Russian ambassador in order to raise the death of Catherine to the level of inter­
national politics and so retain some element of "Staatsaktion" .  The two plot-strands 
are linked by the device of Abas' making Imanculi the scapegoat both to satisfy his 
own rage and for political reasons. 
The characters added by Gryphius are the two Georgian emissaries (Demetrius 
and Procopius) , the maids-in-waiting (Salome, Serena, and Cassandra) , the second 
confidant of Abas (Seinel Can) , and various "stumme Personen" in the form of 
courtiers, eunuchs, and the retinue of the Russian ambassador. 44 None of these 
characters has any effect on the development of the plot, which follows exactly the 
same lines as those indicated by Saint-Lazare. They do, however, serve as confidants 
to whom the principal characters can reveal their thoughts and emotions. Demetrius 
and Procopius also have the function of conveying to Catherine information regarding 
the developments in Georgia since her imprisonment. The maids-in-waiting are also 
given the task of describing the terrible death of Catherine, which takes place offstage. 
The incident added by Gryphius to the A bas-Catherine plot is the brief appearance 
of Catherine's spirit at the end of play. The spirit makes the prophecy that Abas will 
see his Persia in flames and, "durch Kinder-Mord4 5  und Nechstes Blutt beflecket", 
will find life unendurable. Gryphius was here using a device that was common in 
German Baroque drama, especially in his own works: the appearance of a spirit at 
the end of a play or at a crucial moment before the end. 46 In this case it makes for a 
particularly dramatic ending. 
With the four main characters who also appear in Saint-Lazare's chronicle­
Imanculi, the Russian ambassador, Catherine, and Abas-Gryphius makes a signifi­
cant change in the character of Abas but not of the others. Naturally their roles are 
strengthened, developed, and enlarged through scenes in which they participate and 
speeches in which they express their thoughts and emotions, but they remain basically 
the same people with the same plot function as in Saint-Lazare. With Imanculi 
Gryphius adds the motif of the hard lot of those who carry out promptly the orders of 
a tyrant, but in all other respects Imanculi remains as he appears in Saint-Lazare, 
especially in his main scene, that in which he confronts Catherine with Abas' ulti­
matum. With the Russian ambassador Gryphius adds the motif of his anger at Abas' 
treachery and also makes him a sympathetic listener to Catherine's story in the 
44To these could be added the figures who appear in the choruses at the end of Acts I to IV 
inclusive. I have not included them here since the chorus is a normal part of German Baroque 
drama and stands outside the main plot. As Hugh Powell says in the introduction to Carolus 
Stuard us : "It (the chorus) encourages the audience to recognise and ponder the moral in the play. 
But it was not an organic part of the drama. " Hugh Powell, Carolus Stuardus-Andreas Gryphius 
(Leicester, University of Leicester Press, 1955) , p. LXXXIV. 
45The reference is to the story of A bas' treatment of his four sons. One died a natural death, 
but the others were killed or blinded by their father because he considered them a threat to his 
position. The story is told by Sir Percy Sykes in the section on Abas in his History of Persia 
(London, Macmillan and Co. , 1915) . Despite the spirit 's  prophecy, Persia remained successful and 
prosperous until A bas' death, and there is nothing to suggest that Abas suffered any unendurable 
pangs of conscience. 
46Cf. the section "Traume und Geistererscheinungen" in H. Heckmann : Elemente des 
Barocken Trauerspiels (Darmstadt : Gentner, 1959) , pp. 127 ff. 
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third act; but for the most part he is, as in Saint-Lazare, a rather nebulous figure 
whose main function is to provide the "erregende Moment" for the main action. 47 
Catherine herself remains basically the same as in Saint-Lazare's chronicle. In 
both Gryphius and Saint-Lazare she is scarcely a real person-she is first and foremost 
the personification of all the most noble Christian virtues. She knows no real inner 
conflict, no struggle between duty and desire. 48 Not only does she have no wish to 
marry Abas, but the possibility that she might save herself by doing so never occurs 
to her. So similar is Catherine in both versions that in the key scene in which she 
refuses Imanculi's offer49 Gryphius is able to use much the same arguments as Saint­
Lazare puts into her mouth in his version of the episode. 
The principal character who differs most from Saint-Lazare's version and who, 
for modern taste, is of most interest as a dramatic figure is Abas. As was stated earlier, 
Saint-Lazare claims that Abas was motivated by love for Catherine but then in his 
account of Abas' actions almost ignores this aspect. Indeed the instruction to Imanculi 
that leads to Catherine's death could be interpreted as meaning that Abas is mainly 
concerned with obtaining a convert to Mohammedanism. Gryphius leaves no such 
doubts in the mind of his audience. Above all else Abas is in love with Catherine, and 
his change of mind after he has promised the Russian ambassador her freedom and 
his subsequent decision to have her killed if she does not accept his offer are not due to 
religious or political considerations but to Abas' desire for revenge5 0 on Catherine for 
her scorning him and to the desire to put an end to the uncertainty of their relation­
ship. It is as though Abas were saying: "This is the moment of decision. The matter 
shall now be settled-by marriage or by her death." Political considerations are 
mentioned only in passing in two rather cryptic lines about "Perseus Heil . . .  , das 
durch der Frauen Freyheit fallt" , 51 and thereligious aspectseems simply an afterthought. 
In his long soliloquy 52 Abas does not mention the conversion of Catherine. It is only in 
his instructions to Imanculi that the idea of conversion occurs, and then only briefly : 
Der Zepter ist vor sie; wo sie was Persen lehret 
Zu glauben sich entschleustj und Abas der sie ehretj 
Der Heyrath wiirdig schatzt. 5 3  
After Catherine's death Gryphius introduces the new motif of repentance, 
expressed in Abas' quite moving and impressive soliloquy in Act V.5 4  However, the 
tyrannical and treacherous aspects of Abas' character are not disregarded, as is shown 
by his arbitrary revenge on Imanculi, who had merely carried out his master's orders, 
and his attempt to convince the Russian ambassador that Imanculi alone was 
responsible for Catherine's death. Abas thus emerges as by far the most interesting 
character in the play from a dramatic point of view : he is complex, evil and yet not 
wholly evil, and a prey to deep and conflicting emotions. 
47Saint-Lazare saw the Russian ambassador's role in the same light. "Tamaras . . .  pria cet 
Ambassadeur de demander au Roy la deliurance de sa mere : mais au lieu que cela y seruist, cela 
mesme fut cause de la mort de ceste pauure Princesse, comme il se dira cy apres" (p. 522) . 
48Flemming says in his introduction to the play (p. VIII) : "Der Konflikt liegt also nicht im 
innerseelischen Zwiespalt, im Ringen mit den Damonen der eigenen Brust, vielmehr in der Abwehr 
iiberwaltigenden Zwanges. Eine Festigkeit, die uns heut starr, eine unwandelbare Gerichtetheit 
auf das eine Ziel, die uns heut eintonig vorkommt, ist die unvermeidbare Folge." 
49 Act IV, 11. 72 ff. 
50Although the idea of revenge on Georgia is introduced in Catherine's narrative-" . . .  
durch Rach und Lib entsteckt", Act III, l .  348-and although Abas himself uses the word " Rach" 
in his soliloquy-"Rach/ Lib und Zepter sind die unser Hertz bekrigt" (Act III, 1 . 447) -Abas 
seems in the soliloquy to be thinking primarily of revenge on Catherine. 
51Act III, 1. 443. 
52Act III, 11. 393-448. 
5 3  Act III, 11. 453-55. 
54 Ll. 345 ff. 
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Conclusion 
It is not unusual for Baroque dramatists to point out in a preface or elsewhere 
that they have followed their sources faithfully. Gryphius does not say this in con­
nection with Catharina von Georgien, and yet he might well have done so, and with 
even better reason than in some of his other plays. 5 5  There can be few cases in the 
history of the drama in which an author has made such complete use of a source as 
Gryphius made of Saint-Lazare. As has been shown above, Gryphius includes in his 
play almost every detail contained in Saint-Lazare's chronicle, from the murder of 
Simon of Teflis to the first steps towards the enshrining of Catherine's head. Gryphius 
makes the latter part of the chronicle-the martyrdom of Catherine and the events 
immediately preceding it-the subject matter of the main action of his play and so 
presents it in enlarged and dramatized form. The earlier and longer part of the 
chronicle provides the subject matter of the narratives by Demetrius and Catherine 
inserted in Acts I and III. But in both the play proper and the narratives Gryphius 
remains remarkably faithful to his source. The play proper does not require a know­
ledge of the source for its appreciation and understanding. A comparison with Part B 
of Saint-Lazare's narrative such as was undertaken above is perhaps of some interest 
in showing how Gryphius amplified and developed his source material on this occasion, 
but the monumental simplicity and clarity of the play proper makes any explanation 
from outside sources superfluous. It is, however, a different matter with the inter­
polated narratives. Whether one regards them as an integral and essential part of 
this thoroughly Baroque tragedy or, as I have done, as structural and dramatic 
weaknesses, some comparison with Gryphius' source is necessary for a complete 
understanding of them. It is hoped that this paper, whatever light it may or may not 
throw on the play as a whole, has made some contribution to the understanding of the 
narratives. 
Appendix 
Saint-Lazare's Georgian history in the light of modern historical research 
It is not the purpose of this paper to undertake a detailed comparison between 
Saint-Lazare's chronicle and the findings of modem experts on Georgian history. 
The following brief summary of historical events, based mainly on D. M. Lang's 
The last years of the Georgian monarchy , indicates that, at least in broad outlines, 
events very similar to those described by Saint-Lazare did take place in Georgia and 
Persia at the end of the sixteenth and the beginning of the seventeenth century. 
Georgia at the time of Catherine appears actually to have been divided into six 
more or less autonomous areas. Two of these were the separate, independent kingdoms 
of K'art'li and Kakhet'i in Eastern Georgia. These were the setting for the events 
related by Saint-Lazare. K'art'li was what Saint-Lazare called Teflis, and Kakhet'i 
corresponded to his Yuerie, Gurgistan, or, more loosely, Georgia. There was also an 
area called Guria, but, although this was presumably the origin of Saint-Lazare's 
term Yuerie, it did not play any part in the events of this time. 
About the year 1600 Shah 'Abbas I of Persia expelled the Turks from the 
Georgian area and himself inaugurated a new period of oppression for the Georgians. 
Alexander II of Kakhet'i was murdered in 1605 by his own son Constantine, 
who had been reared in Persia. The murder was arranged by 'Abbas who feared the 
results of Alexander's pro-Turkish leanings and of his action in establishing diplomatic 
relations with the Russian Tsar Boris Godunov. Constantine himself was soon killed 
55Thus in his preface to Leo Arminius Gryphius states that his sources "eygentlich alles 
entwerfen, dass nicht vonniithen gewesen, viel andere Erfindungen einzurnischen" . 
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by Georgian nobles. His successor was T'eimuraz I, who sought Turkish aid against 
the Persians. 
The Mouravi of Tiflis, Giorgi Saakadze (Saint-Lazare's Meurab) unexpectedly 
fled from his native K'art'li to Isfahan and joined forces with 'Abbas. Saakadze had 
risen rapidly in K'art'li, not only because he was married to the sister of King Luarsab 
II (Saint-Lazare's Aloi.iassa) but also because he was an extremely able administrator 
and soldier. His flight to Persia was apparently caused by a plot, instigated by 
jealous nobles, to murder him. 
In 1614 a Persian army under • Abbas and Saakadze invaded Georgia. Kakhet'i 
was sacked, and thousands of Christians were transported to Persia. 56 Luarsab of 
K'art'li was lured into the Persian camp and later murdered. T'eimuraz of Kakhet' i 
escaped, but his mother, Queen K'et'evan, was captured and later martyred at 
Schiras. T'eimuraz' two sons, hostages in Persia, were castrated. 'Abbas established 
puppet rulers in Georgia. 
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